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Jennifer Saayeng, p10
The actress chats about her work in the second instalment of Ridley Scott’s RAISED BY WOLVES.
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Editor's letter
Welcome to the February issue! We took the first month of the year to
plan and select the perfect features for you to read this month. It’s been
a busy time meeting many talents and discovering their art in depth.
We’re very happy with the result, I hope you are too when you read
about your favourite artists through the pages of this magazine. One
artist at the time, booklet style, intimate insight on the talents featured.
Remember this is a fast read digital publication to celebrate art and value
the talent and knowing the other side of the story including the amazing
photography by the outstanding photographers that kindly collaborate
with us.
Don't miss any of our issues, as Viewties goes on bringing you the latest
on film and television introducing artists whose passion is to make you
feel something with their dedication to the job of bringing a project /
character to life. As I always say, If I can take something from my job, I
strongly believe you will take something from it too. Enjoy the ride and
prepare your heart for being touched by our content.
Happy month!

Founding editor-in-chief
@vanmiraglia
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Jennifer Saayeng

Jennifer Saayeng is known for her theatre background and her performances in
TV hits like The Capture, Netflix’s Cursed and Stephen Poliakoff's semiautobiographical 1950s drama Summer of Rockets. Next up, the award-winning
actress is set to star in the upcoming instalment of Ridley Scott’s sci-fi drama,
Raised by Wolves for HBO. Created by Aaron Guzikowski (Prisoners), Raised by
Wolves centres on two androids tasked with raising human children on a
mysterious virgin planet. Jennifer will take the role of ‘Nerva’, a tough atheist
woman who runs an underground network of goods and services. Nerva is a civilian
who was brought aboard a hijacked ark along with many others, simply due to
geography and the fact they identified as atheists.
In conversation with Viewties, the beautiful Jennifer chats about her work and
experience playing Nerva in the second series of Raised by Wolves, a lovely
anecdote about Argentina and so much more.

Photography Joseph Sinclair
Styling Ella Gaskell - Makeup Claire de Graft
Words Vanesa Miraglia
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V: To begin with, I was wondering who has inspired
you most throughout your life that you also feel
has encourages you to become an actor. Is it there
any important figure that pushes you all the time
or is it more of a thought in your head that keeps
you motivated to reach your goals?

ble scenes being filmed… but that’s all I’ll say,
no spoilers!!
V: How did you find your way into the role?
JENNIFER: So to find my way into the role I channelled all
my inner and outer strong, tough woman, high confidence,
leader vibes.

JENNIFER: It is admirable how my mum who was a Ghanaian immigrant, over 30 years ago as a psychiatric nurse
to the UK, has so brilliantly aided and supported my career choices. It must be worlds away from anything she
imagined for her kids. I guess she’s just happy I’ve had
opportunities which were never open to her. The industry
has an amazing way of dangling carrots of endless opportunity in front of my face, which although can be challenging, is mostly quite exciting and that keeps me in the
game. As for inspiration, I grew up wanting to be the female acting, singing, dancing Will Smith equivalent. Lol!

V: What was challenging about playing
this character?
JENNIFER: Introducing myself as a new character to an
already established and clearly phenomenal cast, on
screen for the first time was challenging. Trying to portray every confidence on the outside but feeling slightly
the opposite on the inside was something to contend…
I think I managed to hide that though.

V: You must be very excited that now you're soon
to be hearing the audience’s response to your
character in the second instalment of Ridley
Scott’s Raised By Wolves. But firstly, what was
your response to Nerva and what was on the script
that made you want to get involved in this production so badly?

V: How did the cast make you feel on set and how
would you describe them off camera?
JENNIFER: Having said that it was nothing to do with how
I was welcomed all cast and crew were amazingly welcoming and open armed. A couple of them literally held
may hand and escorted me to set on my first day filming.
I would describe us as one big family off camera, old cast
and new - we had a blast.

JENNIFER: The trailer alone for Season 1 RBW was
enough to excite me about this production. It was so
original which I find not only thrilling but refreshing. My
first thoughts on Nerva were – “she’s a bit of a bad ass”
and well… who doesn’t want to play a bad ass!

V: What have you learnt from your time filming this production?
JENNIFER: When I first stepped into the world of RBW I
realised, it really does require an army to execute a show
of such incredible scale. From conception to TX It’s a
massive workforce which initially is hard to comprehend.
So few people take much of the credit but there are hundreds of incredible people with top expertise working
tirelessly behind the scenes on and off set. It will blow
one’s mind.

V: Was there any scene in particular that you
couldn't wait to shoot when you finished reading
the script?
JENNIFER: I was always chomping at the bit to be on set
with everyone, for all of my scenes but also to be an
onlooker of others because there were many incredi-
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V: You played Covert Op Amelia in The Capture,
which is actually one of my favourite series.
How was it like working with such a talented
team of actors and how would you describe your
experience working on this project?
JENNIFER: I was actually working on a West End show
Company at the time, so I was very lucky to be able to
film by day for The Capture, but the double life meant
my time on set was short but very sweet. The talent
was second to none, I’m always particularly in awe of
brilliant child actors, who manage to thrive within an
adult environment like Tianna who played Jaycee, and
I particularly enjoyed working with Ron Pearlman, who
is incredibly calm, and very charming – he has such
gravitas in any room, so much so that his body of work
is no surprise.

I grew up wanting
to be the female acting,
singing, dancing Will
Smith equivalent.

JS

V: Any dream actors or filmmakers you would
love to work with on future projects?
JENNIFER: I absolutely idolise Viola Davis, who she is,
what she about, her ridiculous talent and all that she
stands for, in the most basic of terms as a trailblazing
dark-skinned black female actress. Working with her
would be an honour, I know I would learn a hell of a
lot. I love a bbc mini-series I recently fell in love with
‘you don’t know me’ with director Sarmad Masood, I’m
eager to get my teeth into something as intense as
that. Otherwise I’ll take even a day on set with many a
big dog, Ava Duvernay, Scorsese, Spike lee …
the list is endless!

Los Huayra who I believe are now called Ahyre they’re from
Salta. My best mate married an Argentinian, Agu, he’s also
from Salta – and one of the band is his cousin. Sadly he
couldn’t be there to sing them down the isle, but they still
walked to their beautiful song - Los Huayra. I enjoy their
music because of the bold beautiful vocals. However, I
learned first hand the night before the wedding the most
amazing thing about Argentinian culture. I sat and was serenaded by, mum, granny, Agu all the family who had made it
over, all playing guitar and singing so casually but beautifully, like an infections family band. How are they all so
effortlessly musical? I love the togetherness and joy it so
quickly created. Agu’s guitar follows him to every low key
gathering which I adore, as it nonetheless will always create
a jovial atmosphere. I hear this is common practice there,
and I am eager to go and experience it in the Argentinian
heat myself.

V: Last question, as my nationality is Argentinian, I’m curious to ask you if you have ever
seen or experienced any type of art / culture
from Argentina?
JENNIFER: A few years ago, I came across the band ...

The second season of Raised by Wolves debuts on HBO Max on February 3.
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